
Where Does Colorado’s Organic Food Come From?

Subject Area: Food Science

Unit Title: Organic Foods

Grade Level: 4th & 5th grade

Objectives: Encourage students to think about the availability of organic products produced in Colorado.

Colorado Content Standards to be covered: 

SCIENCE

Standard I - Students understand the processes of scientific investigation, and design, conduct, communicate

about, and evaluate such investigations.

Standard III - Life Science: Students know and understand the characteristics and structure of living things, the

processes of life, and how living things interact with each other and their environment.

Standard v - Students know and understand interrelationships among science, technology, and human activity,

and how they can affect the world.

Anticipatory Set: Pass out and have the students answer the questions on the “Some Organic Colorado

Producers” Handout (see last page).

Materials: 

lettuce, tomatoes, bread (enough ingredients to make sandwiches for your class) or visual aids of sand-

wich ingredients

Input: 

Organic Pathway:

It takes hard work to get an organic product to you. Let’s follow the path of an item. Many types of bread

are made from wheat. Before you can go to the store and buy a loaf of bread it first has to go through

several steps.

1. A farmer in Sterling, CO, grows his wheat organically.

2. The farmer sells organic wheat to an organic processor in Denver.

3. The organic processor in Denver grinds the wheat into flour.

4. The organic flour is sent to a bakery.

5. The organic bakery uses the flour to make organic bread.

6. The organic bread is then sent to your local grocery store.

7. You buy it, take it home; then you make toast.

How many people do you think it took to get the organic bread to you? __________________________

Answer:

Organic Pathway 

Q. How many people do you think it took to get the organic bread to you?

A: The farmer, the producer, the baker and grocer. Are there others? Don’t forget transportation! Often,

we forget about those people who help transport our food from one place to another. For example,

truckers, pilots and train engineers.
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Certifications & Certification Activity

When you see a product in the store labeled organic, how can you be sure it truly is organic? In order

to protect the consumer, the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), certifies producers and

processors, who produce and handle organic products. 

Certified organic means that the product meets the USDA rules. Being able to label products as organ-

ic is a good thing for producers. Certification increases the value for the producers and the customers.

While it increases the value, it often costs the farmers several hundred dollars a year. To become certi-

fied organic a producer must take the following steps:

• Keep records of anything applied to the land for the past 3 consecutive years.

• Submit an application to a certifier.

• Allow the certifier to visit their farm and check organic methods being used.

• Keep accurate records of production, harvesting, and handling of organic products.

Producers and processors who have followed the rules will be given a certified organic certificate.

Each operation is visited once a year by a certifier to update information.

Countries with organic certification include: Australia, European Union, Germany, United States,

Canada, Japan, and Greece.

Checking for Understanding: At the end of this section choose one of the following for a quick check:

ask the students to partner share and think, pair and share, do a quick 3 word write up as an exit slip, do

a quick sketch or give each other a quick thumbs up or down to check for understanding. Determine the

level of mastery for each student and provide individual remediation as needed.

Prep:

Make a sandwich using limited processed ingredients such as a tomato and cheese sandwich. Distribute

the sandwiches to each group or give students the opportunity to make their own. If not, try to bring

visual aids of the sandwich ingredients.

Procedures/Activities: 

Sandwich Super Sleuths Activity:

1. Divide the students into groups with each group representing an ingredient of the sandwich.

2. Ask each group to brainstorm where their food originates. Stimulate thinking process with questions

including:

• What is the main ingredient in your food item?

• What else can be made from this item?

• What does it look like in its unprocessed form?

• Where is it grown (could be imported product)?

• How is it processed? Or How did it become what it is now?

3. Have groups draw diagrams showing how the food got to the store; where it was grown; who raised

or harvested it; who prepared and packaged it; and how it was stored and transported.

Discuss: 

Many consumers do not realize where their food originates and what resources it takes to get food to

the grocery store. Discuss with the class, questions including:

• How many steps were involved in bringing these items to the market?

• Where did the sandwich items originate?

• What do all of the sandwich items have in common?
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• Where are they in the “food chain?"

• How far do you think it traveled to get here?

Once students are aware that all food originates from the earth, discuss the differ-

ent methods of growing food such as organic and non-organic. Show some exam-

ples of organic foods.

Going Further: Repeat the same activity but have the students select one item

from his/her bagged lunch.

Closure: Review and clarify the key points of the lesson, referring to the Colorado

Organic Producers Map. Wrap up by talking about who in the state is capable of

making the ingredients in your sandwich.
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Handout

Answers


